HDR008
Portland Dining Chair
Caution: Please read instructions thoroughly before unpacking assembly parts. Sharp, exposed staple tips can cause
injury, therefore, for your protection, please remove any exposed staples used in packing.
1)

We recommend that you should assemble this product with the assistance of another person; this will make
assembly easier, and will help to eliminate damage to the product or injury to persons during assembly.

2) Be sure to check all packing materials carefully for small parts that may have come loose inside the carton
during shipment.
3) Please do not over tighten screws or bolts.
4) Please put all parts on a non-abrasive floor before assembly, and follow the assembly steps to assemble your
newly purchased product correctly and efficiently.

HDR008
Portland Dining Table
Caution: Please read instructions thoroughly before unpacking assembly parts. Sharp, exposed staple tips can cause
injury, therefore, for your protection, please remove any exposed staples used in packing.
1)

We recommend that you should assemble this product with the assistance of another person; this will make
assembly easier, and will help to eliminate damage to the product or injury to persons during assembly.

2) Be sure to check all packing materials carefully for small parts that may have come loose inside the carton
during shipment.
3) Please do not over tighten screws or bolts.
4) Please put all parts on a non-abrasive floor before assembly, and follow the assembly steps to assemble your
newly purchased product correctly and efficiently.

STEP 1:
1)

Place the table top (1) upside down on a surface such as a carpet.

2) Remove the shipping blocks at the four corners.

STEP 2:
1)

Attach the table leg (2) to the corner of the apron by using hex bold (A), spring washer (B), flat washer (C),
and tighten with wrench (D). Repeat the same process to attach the other three legs.

